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	Level: Advanced Language Arts
	Date: October 1, 2014
	Daily Objective: Students will be able to analyze the importance of imagery in writing by reading an excerpt from Madeleine L'Engle's "A Wrinkle in Time", marking the text, and participating in a discussion. 
	Materials: -SpringBoard book (an excerpt from "A Wrinkle in Time", pages 9-10)-RWN (pages 14 and 16)-Worksheet: "Imagery Practice: A Wrinkle in Time"-Writing Utensils
	Bellwork: Add the following terms to your Literary Terms 3-column organizer on page 14 of your Reader-Writer Notebook: ArchetypeImageryDetails Make sure you complete all three columns, INCLUDING visuals.
	Classwork: Discussion: What is an "archetype"? Think of archetypes as basic patterns, either for characters, symbols or plots, that stories follow. For example, characters that follow the Hero archetype all share basic similarities- they are brave, they want to help or save others, they all face challenges on their journeys.  Another common archetype in literature is that of the Mentor, a character whose purpose is to guide and lead the Hero (Dumbledore in Harry Potter, Gandalf in Lord of the Rings, Yoda in Star Wars). Complete questions 1-3 on SpringBoard page 8; read the excerpt from chapter 6 of "A Wrinkle in Time" on page 9. Mark examples of imagery in the excerpt, then complete questions 7 and 8 on page 10. Complete the worksheet "Imagery Practice: A Wrinkle in Time" by adding details to the sentences and flipping the point of view from third person to first person. 
	Homework: Complete the class work that was not finished in class. Continue reading your independent novel.
	ConceptsVocabulary: Archetype- a character, symbol, story pattern, or other element that is common to human experience across cultures and that occurs frequently in literature, myth, and folklore. Point of view- the perspective from which a story is told; can be first or third person. Imagery- descriptive or figurative language used to create "word pictures" in the mind or a readerSetting- the time and place of a narrative
	Reminders: Check the class website regularly- there might be information (and extra credit opportunities!) you may want to see. 


